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Abstract

- Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams [Rumelhart 861 describe a learning procedure for layered networks of

deterministic, neuron-like units. This paper describes further research on the learning procedure. We start by

describing the units, the way they are connected, the learning procedure, and the extension to iterative nets. We then

give an example in which a network learns a set of filters that enable it to discriminate formant-like patterns in the

presence of noise.

The speed of learning is strongly dependent on the shape of the surface formed by the error measure in "weight

space." We give examples of the shape of the error surface for a typical task and illustrate how an acceleration

method speeds up descent in weight space.

The main drawback of the learning procedure is the way it scales as the size of the task and the network increases.

We give some preliminary results on scaling and show how the magnitude of the optimal weight changes depends

on the fan-in of the units. Additional results illustrate the effects on learning speed of the amount of interaction

between the weights.

A variation of the learning procedure that back-propagates desired state information rather than error gradients is

developed and compared with the standard procedure.

Finally, we discuss the relationship between our iterative networks and the "analog" networks described by

Hopfield and Tank [Hopfield 85]. The learning procedure can discover appropriate weights in their kind of network,

as well as determine an optimal schedule for varying the nonlinearity of the units during a search.
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1. Introduction
Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams [Rumelhart 861 describe a learning procedure for layered networks of

deterministic, neuron-like units. The procedure repeatedly adjusts the weights in the network so as to minimize a

measure of the difference between the actual output vector of the net and the desired output vector given the current

input vector. This report describes further research on the learning procedure.

We start by describing the units, the way they are connected, the learning procedure, and the extension to iterative

nets. We then give an example in which a network learns a set of filters that enable it to discriminate formant-like

patterns in the presence of noise. The example shows how the learning procedure discovers weights that turn units

in intermediate layers into an "ecology" of useful feature detectors each of which complements the other detectors.

The speed of learning is strongly dependent on the shape of the surface formed by the error measure in "weight

space." This space has one dimension for each weight in the network and one additional dimension (height) that

represents the overall error in the network's performance for any given set of weights. For many tasks, the error

surface contains ravines that cause problems for simple gradient descent procedures. We give examples of the shape

of the error surface for a typical task and illustrate the advantages of using an acceleration mnethod to speed up

progress down the ravine without causing divergent "sloshing" across the ravine.

The main drawback of the learning procedure is the way it scales as the size of the task and the network increases.
We give some preliminary results on scaling and show how the magnitude of the optimal weight changes depends

on the fan-in of the units. Additional results illustrate the effects on learning speed of the amount of -interaction

between the weights.

A variation of the learning procedure that back-propagates desired state information rather than error gradients is

developed and compared with the standard procedure.

Finally, we discuss the relationship between our iterative networks and the "analog" networks described by
Hoptield and Tank [Hopfield 85]. The learning procedure can be used to discover appropriate weights in their kind

of network. It can also be used to determine an optimal schedule for varying the nonlinearity of the units during a

search.

1.1. The Units

The total input, xj, to unit j is a linear function of the outputs of the units, i, that are connected to]j and of the

weights, w i, on these connections.

Xi (1) v

A unit has a real-valued output, y,, that is a non-linear function of its total input.

Yj - e-11(2)

It is not necessary to use exactly the functions given by Eqs. I and 2. Any input-output function that has a bounded
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derivative will do. However, the use of a linear function for combining the inputs to a unit before applying the

nonlinearity greatly simplifies the learning procedure.

112. Layered Feed-forward Nets

The simplest form of the learning procedure is for layered networks that have a layer of input units at the bottom,

any number of intermediate layers, and a layer of output units at the top. Connections within a layer or from higher

to lower layers are forbidden. The only connections allowed are ones from lower layers to higher layers, but the

layers do not need to be adjacent; connections can skip layers.

An input vector is presented to the network by setting the states of the input units. Then the states of the units in

each layer are determined by applying Eqs. I and 2 to the connections coming from lower layers. All units within a

layer have their states set in parallel, but different layers have their states set sequentially, starting at the bottom and

working upwards until the states of the output units are determined.

1.3. The Learning Procedure

The aim of the learning procedure is to find a set of weights which ensures that for each input vector the output

vector produced by the network is the same as (or sufficiently close to) the desired output vector. If there is a fixed,

finite set of input-output cases, the total error in the performance of the network with a particular set of weights can

be computed by comparing the actual and desired output vectors for every case. The error, E, is defined by

£ X (yjc-d.,:) (3)

where c is an index over cases (input-output pairs), j is an index over output units, y is the actual state of an output

unit, and d is its desired state. To minimize E by gradient descent it is necessary to compute the partial derivative

of E with respect to each weight in the network. This is simply the sum of the partial derivatives for each of the

input-output cases. For a given case, the partial derivatives of the error with respect to each weight are computed in

two passes. We have already described the forward pass in which the units in each layer have their states

determined by the input they receive from units in lower layers using Eqs. 1 and 2. The backward pass that

propagates derivatives from the top layer back to the bottom one is more complicated.

aE
The backward pass starts by computing Lfor each of the output units. Differentiating Eq. 3 for a particular case.

c, and suppressing the index c gives

ay,

We can then apply the chain rule to compute5;.

M - E dy,
ax, ay, dXJ'

dy.
Differentiating Eq. 2 to get the value of dx. gives
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aE aE (4)

This means that we know how a change in the total input, x, to an output unit will affect the error. But this total

input is just a linear function of the states of the lower level units and the weights on the connections, so it is easy to

compute how the error will be affected by changing these states and weights. For a weight, wji, from i to j, the

derivative is

aE aE ax,

aw., ax. awfi

aE i (5)

axi,

aE
and for the output of the i th unit the contribution to L resulting from the effect of i onj is simply

aE axj aE

ax, ay, ax,

so taking into account all the connections emanating from unit i we have

ayi j", axj I" (6)

Figure 1-1 shows these steps of the backward pass laid out graphically. We have now seen how to computeDE

for any unit in the penultimate layer when given L for all units in the last layer. We can therefore repeat this
aE aE

procedure to compute - for successively earlier layers, computing L for the weights as we go. The amount of

computation required for the backward pass is of the same order as the forward pass (it is linear in the number of

connections) and the form of the computation is also similar. In both cases, the units compute a sum by multiplying

each incoming quantity by the weight on the connection (see Eqs. 1 and 6). In the backward pass all the connections

are used backwards, and L plays the role that y plays in the forward pass. The main difference is that in the

forward pass the sum is put through a nonlinear function, whereas in the backward pass it is simply multiplied by
yj (l-yj).

aE
One way of using L is to change the weights after every input-output case. This has the advantage that no

separate memory is required for the derivatives. An alternative scheme, which we used in the research reportedaE
here, is to accumulate L over all the input-output cases (or over a large number of them if it is not a finite set)

before changing the weights.
aE

The simplest version of gradient descent is to change each weight by an amount proportional to the accumulated LE

Aw - --C a.
aw

This method does not converge as rapidly as methods that make use of the second derivatives, but it is much simpler

and can easily be implemented by local computations in parallel hardware. It can be significantly improved, without

sacrificing the simplicity and locality, by using an acceleration method in which the current gradient is used to

4Ls
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Output layer YJ i EIyj yj - dj

a/x - aE/yj. yj (1 - Yj)

Sawji aE/axj Yi

aE/aywji aE/ax. wji

Figure 1-1: This shows the steps involved in computing aEly for the intermediate
layers of a multilayer network. The backward pass starts at the top of
the figure and works downwards. Not all the connections are shown.

modify the velocity of the point in weight space instead of its position.

Aw(t) = -E - + a(Aw(t-1) (7)

where t is incremented by 1 for each sweep through the whole set of input-output cases (called an epoch), and a is

an exponential decay factor between 0 and 1 (called momentum l ) that determines the relative contribution of the

current and past gradients to the weight change. Eq. 7 can be viewed as describing the behavior of a ball-bearing

rolling down the error surface when the whole system is immersed in a liquid with viscosity determined by a. The

effectiveness of this acceleration method is discussed in Section 3.

The learning procedure is entirely deterministic, so if two units within a layer start off with the same connectivity

and weights, there is nothing to make them ever differ from each other. We break this symmetry by starting with

small random weights.

14. The Extension to Iterative Nets
Figure 1-2 shows the equivalence between an iterative net that is run synchronously for 3 iterations and a layered

net in which each layer after the input corresponds to one iteration of the synchronous net. Using this equivalence, it

is clear that we can always construct a layered net that will perform the same computation as an iterative net,

provided we know the number of iterations in advance. Both nets have the same delay time between receiving the

'We call a the momentum because that has appropriate physical connotatiofs, even though this is not a precise analogy. The correct analogy is
to viscosiay. a is am equal to the viscosty, but it uniquely deternines it.
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input and giving the Output.

A set of• -
corre-soonk, g 10 w 2 w 3 4

weights

W2  w4
2 3

w w 3

A simple iterative net that
is run for three iterations An equivalent layered net

Figure 1-2: An iterative net and the equivalent layered net.

Since we have a learning procedure for layered nets, we could learn iterative computations by first constructing

the equivalent layered net, then doing the learning, then converting back to the iterative net. Or we could avoid the
construction by simply mapping the learning procedure itself into the form appropriate for the iterative net. Two

complications arise in performing this conversion:

1. In a layered net the outputs of the units in the intermediate layers during the forward pass are required
for performing the backward pass (see Eqs. 4 and 5). So in an iterative net it is necessary to store the
output states of each unit that are temporally intermediate between the initial and final states.

2. For a layered net to be equivalent to an iterative net, corresponding weights between different layers
must have the same value, as in figure 1-2. There is no guarantee that the basic learning procedure for
layered nets will preserve this property. However, we can easily modify it by averaging @Elaw for all
the weights in each set of corresponding weights, and then changing each weight by an amount
proportional to this average gradient. This is equivalent to taking the weight-change vector produced
by the basic learning procedure and then projecting it onto the subspace of layered nets that are
equivalent to iterative ones.

With these two provisos, the learning procedure can be applied directly to iterative nets and can be used to learn

sequential structures. Several examples are given in [Rumelhart 86]. We return to iterative nets at the end of this
paper and show how the learning procedure can be further modified to allow it to learn how to vary the nonlinearity

in Eq. 2 as the network settles.

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ NON 416 llm,- ai ml m m lll al llill l m II I
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2. Learning to Discrimninate Noisy Signals
Rumeihart, Hinton, and Williams liRumeihart 86] illustrate the performance of the learning procedure on many

different, simple tasks. We give a further example here which demonstrates that the procedure can construct sets of

filters that are good at discriminating between rather similar signals in the presence of a lot of noise. We used an

artificial task (suggested by Alex Waibel) which was intended to resemble a task that arises in speech recognition.

We are currently working on extending this approach to real speech data.

The input is a synthetic spectrogram that represents the energy in six different frequency bands at nine different

times. Figure 2-1 shows examples of spectrograms with no random variation in the level of the signal or the

background, and figure 2-2 shows examples with added noise. The problem is to decide whether the signal is

simply a horizontal track or whether it rises at the beginning. There is variation in both the frequency and onset time

of the signal.

It is relatively easy to decide on the frequency of the horizontal part of the track, but it is much harder to

distinguish the "risers" from the "non-risers" because the noise in the signal and background obscures the rise. To

make the distinction accurately, the network needs to develop a set of filters that are carefully tuned to the critical

differences. The filters must cover the range of possible frequencies and onset times, and when several different

filters fit quite well, their outputs must be correctly weighted to give the right answer.

We used a network with three layers as shown in figure 2-3. Initially we tried training the network by repeatedly

sweeping through a fixed set of 1000 examples, but the network learned to use the structure of the noise to help it

discriminate the difficult cases, and so it did not generalize well when tested on new examples in which the noise

was different. We therefore decided to generate a new example every time so that. in the long run, there were no

spurious correlations between the noise and the signal. Because the network lacks a strong a priori model of the

nature of the task, it has no way of telling the difference between a spurious correlation caused by using too small a

sample and a systematic correlation that reflects the structure of the task.

Examples were generated by the following procedure:

1. Decide to generate a riser or a non-riser with equal probability.

2. If it is a non-riser pick one of the six frequencies at random. If it is a riser pick one of the four highest
frequencies at random (the final frequency of a riser must be one of these four because it must rise
through two frequency bands at the beginning).

3. Pick one of 5 possible onset times at random.

4. Give each of the input units a value of 0.4 if it is part of the signal and a value of 0.A if it is part of the
background. We now have a noise-free spectrogramn of the kind shown in figure 2- 1.

5. Add independent gaussian noise with mean 0 and standard deviation 0. 15 to each unit that is part of
the signal. Add independent gaussian noise with mean 0 and standard deviation 0. 1 to the background.
If any unit now has a negative activity level, set its level to 0.

The weights were modified after each block of 25 examples. For each weight. the values of aEwere summed for

all 25 cases and the weight increment after block t was given by Eq. 7. For the first 25 examples we used F-=0.005
and tx'-0.5. After this the weights changed rather slowly and the values were raised to c-~0.07 and a-.0.99. We have

found that it is generally helpful to use more conservative values at the beginning because the gradients are initially
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Figure 2-1: Synthetic spectrograms.

Figure 2-2: Synthetic spectrograms with random noise added.



The output layer

00000000 A layer of 24 hidden
units each of which

00 000000 is connected to all
54 input units and to

00 000000 both output units

000000000
000000000 A layer of 54 input

units whose activity
0levels encode the

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 energy in six frequency
bands for nine time

000000000 intervals.

000000000

Figure 2-3: The net used for discriminating patterns like those in figure 2-2.

very steep and the weights tend to overshoot. Once the weights have settled down, they are near the bottom of a

ravine in weight space, and high values of ot are required to speed progress along the ravine and to damp out

oscillations across the ravine. We discuss the validity of interpreting characteristics of weight space in terms of

structures such as ravines in Section 3.

In addition to the weight changes defined by Eq. 7, we also incremented each weight by -hw each time it was

changed, where h is a coefficient that was set at 0.001% for this simulation. This gives the weights a tendency to

decay towards zero, eliminating weights that are not doing any useful work. The -h w term ensures that weights for

which Li s near zero will keep shrinking in magnitude. Indeed, at equilibrium the magnitude of a weight will be

proportional to L and so it will indicate how important the weight is for performing the task correctly. This makes
aw

it much easier to understand the feature detectors produced by the learning. One way to view the term h w is as the

derivative of jhw2, so we can view the learning procedure as a compromise between minimizing E and2
minimizing the sum of the squares of the weights.

Figure 2-4 shows the activity levels of the units in all three layers for a number of examples chosen at random

after the network has learned. Notice that the network is normally confident about whether the example is a riser or

a non-riser, but that in difficult cases it tends to hedge its bets. This would provide more useful information to a

higher level process than a simple forced choice. Notice also that for each example, most of the units in the middle

layer are firmly off.



Figure 2.4: Activity levels of units in all three layers for a number of cases.
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The network was trained for 10,000 blocks of 25 examples each. After this amount of experience the weights are

very stable and the performance of the network has ceased to improve. If we force the network to make a discrete

decision by interpreting the more active of the two output units as its response, it give the "correct" response 97.8%

of the time. This is better than a person can do using elaborate reasoning, and it is probably very close to the

optimal possible performance. No system could get 100% correct because the very same data can be generated by

adding noise to two different underlying signals, and hence it is not possible to recover the underlying signal from

the data with certainty. The best that can be done is to decide which category of signal is most likely to have

produced the data and this will sometimes not be the category from which the data was actually derived. For

example, with the signal and noise levels used in this example, there is a probability of about 1.2% that the two

crucial input units that form the rising part of a riser will have a smaller combined activity level than the two units

that would form part of a non-riser with the same onset time and same final frequency. This is only one of several

possible errors.

Figure 2-5 shows the filters that were learned in the middle layer. The ones that have positive weights to the

'riser" output unit have been arranged at the top of the figure. Their weights are mainly concentrated on the part of

the input that contains the critical information, and between them they cover all the possible frequencies and onset

times. Notice that each filter covers several different cases and that each case is covered by several different filters.

The set of filters form an "ecology" in which each one fills a niche that is left by the others. Using analytical

methods it would be very hard to design a set of filters with this property, even if the precise characteristics of the

process that generated the signals were explicitly given. The difficulty arises because the definition of a good set of

filters is one for which there exists a set of output weights that allows the correct decision to be made as often as

possible. The input weights of the filters cannot be designed without considering the output weights, and an

individual filter cannot be designed without considering all the other filters. This means that the optimal value of

each weight depends on the value of every other weight. The learning procedure can be viewed as a numerical

method for solving this analytically intractable design problem. Current analytical investigations of optimal

filters [Torre 86] are very helpful in providing understanding of why some filters are the way they are, but they shed

little light on how biological systems could arrive at these designs.

3. Characteristics of Weight Space
As mentioned in the Introduction, a useful way to interpret the operation of the learning procedure is in terms of

movement down an error surface in multi-dimensional weight space. For a network with only two connections, the

characteristics of the error surface for a particular task are relatively easy to imagine by analogy with actual surfaces

which curve through three-dimensional physical space. The error surface can be described as being comprised of

hills, valleys, ravines, ridges, plateaus, saddle points, etc. In the learning procedure, the effects of the weight-change

step (E) and momentum (a) parameters have natural interpretations in terms of physical movement among such

formations. Unfortunately, for more useful networks with hundreds or thousands of connections it is not clear that

these simple intuitions about the characteristics of weight space are valid guides to determining the parameters of the

learning procedure.

One way to depict some of the structure of a high-dimensional weight space is to plot the error curves (i.e.
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cross-sections of the error surface) along significant directions in weight space and compare them to error curves

along random directions. The collection of curves represents the error surface "collapsed" onto two dimensions.

While such a graph gives a far from complete picture of weight space, it may give us a more direct way to test the

effects of different learning parameters as well as clarify our interpretation of movement in weight space in terms of

simple three-dimensional constructs.

As an example, we present a few collapsed error surface graphs of a typical learning problem at various points in

the search for a good set of weights. The problem we will consider is learning the association of 20 pairs of random

binary vectors of length 10. The procedure will operate on a three-layered network, with 10 input units, 10 hidden

units, and 10 output units. Each input unit is connected to each hidden unit, and each hidden unit is connected to

each output unit. Taking into account the connections from a permanently active unit to the hidden and output units

(used to encode thresholds), the network has a total of 220 connections.

Each curve in a graph is generated by (1) choosing a direction in weight space; (2) changing the connection

weights in the network by some factor times the normalized vector representing that direction; and (3) plotting the

error produced by the network with the modified connection values. In addition to a number of random directions

(dotted curves), two significant directions are shown (solid curves): the direction of maximum gradient and the

direction of the last weight step (integrated gradient). Each curve is labeled on the right with its angle (in degrees)

from the direction of maximum gradient. An asterisk (*) marks the current position in weight space, and a vertical

bar ( I) marks the next position.

Figures 3-1 to 3-4 show collapsed error surface graphs for the problem above at points throughout the operation

of the learning procedure. Graphs are presented for the first 10 epochs, as well as for epochs 25, 50, 75 and 107

(when a solution is reached). 2 For the example, e-0. I and initially a-O0.

During the first few epochs, the procedure repeatedly reaches a minimum along the current weight-change

direction and must use the influence of the maximum gradient to change directions. Since momentum contributes to

maintaining movement along a particular direction, it is important in these early stages that momentum be low, so as

not to dominate the new gradient information. The effect of having momentum too high at the start of learning will

be illustrated in later graphs. It is not until epoch 9 or 10 (figure 3-3) that continued movement aiong the last

weight-change direction would be beneficial.

By epoch 25, the directions of maximum gradient and integrated gradient are practically identical and

monotonically decreasing over a relatively long distance in weight space. In contrast, the error curve in each of the

random directions' slopes upwards almost immediately as we move away from the current point. The intuitive

interpretation is that the learning procedure is moving slowly along the bottom of a ravine in weight space. Because

of the correspondence of the directions of maximum gradient and integrated gradient, increasing momentum would

speed up movement through the ravine without causing divergent oscillations onto the walls of the ravine.

Accordingly, momentum (a) was increased to 0.95 at this point.

2'Mle reader dmoud no that in the graphs the ero range changes from [10,501 to 10,401 between epochs 10 and 25.
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While the integrated gradient (and hence the direction of weight change) is still pointed along the bottom of the

ravine at epoch 50, the direction of maximum gradient now points somewhat across the ravine. Without

momentum, the learning procedure would "slosh" from side to side along the walls of the ravine. The high

momentum both dampens this oscillatory contribution and maintains movement along the most effective direction.

This effect of momentum becomes increasingly important during the later stages of learning, as is evident at

epoch 75 (figure 3-4), and finally at epoch 107, when a solution is reached.

These graphs suggest that momentum should be set initially rather low, and only raised when the learning

procedure has settled on a stable direction of movement. In order to illustrate the behavior of the procedure when

this rule is violated, figure 3-5 presents the collapsed error surface graphs of the frst four epochs of a run with

momentum set initially to 0.9 (instead of 0.5). The first epoch is fine, since deere is no integrated gradient to affect
the weight change. However, by epoch 3 the overly high momentum has caused the procedure to overshoot the

minimum of the original weight-change direction and increase the total error over the last position in weight space.

In the first example run, almost 50 epochs were required to reduce the total error from just over 5.0 to the solution

criterion (near 0.0), even with very high momentum (0.95). This suggests the possibility of increasing the size of

each weight step to speed up the later stages of learning when high momentum has essentially fixed the direction of
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weight change. In fact, increasing e does significantly reduce the number of epochs to solution, as long as the

weight step is not so large that the procedure drastically changes direction. However, because a number of changes

of direction are required in the early stages of learning, the weight step must not be too large initially. Figure 3-6

illustrates the divergent behavior that results at the beginning of a run with e set to 0.5 (instead of 0. 1). The first step

drastically overshoots the minimum along the direction of maximum gradient. Successive steps, though smaller, are

still are too large to produce coherent movemnent.

4. How the Learning Time Scales
Small-scale simulations can only provide insight into the behavior of the learning procedure in larger networks if

there is information about how the learning time scales. Procedures that are very fast for small examples but scale

exponentially are of little interest if the goal is to understand learning in networks with thousands or millions of

units. There are many different variables that can be scaled:

1. The number of units used for the input and output vectors and the fraction of them that are active in
any one case.

2. The number of hidden layers.

3. The number of units in each hidden layer-.

4. The fan-in and fan-out of the hidden units.

5. The number of different input-output pairs that must be learned, or the complexity of the mapping
from input to output.

Much research remains to be done on the effects of most of these variables This section only addresses the question

of what happens to the learning time when the number of hidden units or layers is increased but the task and the

input-output encoding remain constant. If there is a fixed number of layers, we would like the learning to go faster

if the network has more hidden units per layer.

4.1. Experiments

Unfortunately, two initial experiments showed that increasing the number of hidden units or hidden layers slowed

down the learning.3 In the first, two networks were compared on the identical task: learning the associations of 20

pairs of random binary vectors of length 10. Each network consisted of three layers, with 10 input units and 10

output units. The first (called a 10-10-10 network) had 10 hidden units receiving input from all 10 input units and

projecting to all 10 output units; the second (called a 10-100-10 network) had 100 hidden units fully interconnected

to both input and output units. Twenty runs of each network on the task were carried out, with E=0. I and ci 0.8.

The results of this first experiment made it clear that the learning procedure in its current form does not scale well

with the addition of hidden units: the 10-10-10 network took an average ci' 212 epochs to reach solution, while the

10-100-10 network took an average of 531 epochs.4

3We measure learning Linn by the number of sweeps throughs the set of cases that are required to reach criterion. So the extra time required to
simulate a larger network on a serial machine is not counted.

"The reader will note that the example run presented in Section 3 on the apparently identical task as described here took a network with 10
hidden units only 107 epochs to solve. The difference is due to the use of a different set of 20 random binary vector pairs in the task.
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The second experiment involved adding additional layers of hidden units to a network and seeing how the

different networks compared on the same task. The task was similar co the one above, but only 10 pairs of vectors

were used. Each network had 10 input units fully interconnected to units in the frst hidden layer. Each hidden layer

had 10 units and was fully interconnected to the following one, with the- last connected to the 10 output units.

Networks with one, two and four layers of hidden units were used. Twenty runs of each network were carried out,

with e-0.I and a-0.8.

The results of the second experiment were consistent with those of the first the network with a single hidden

layer solved the task in an average of 100 epochs; with two hidden layers it took 160 epochs on average, and wi~h

four hidden layers it took an average of 373 epochs to solve the task.

4.2. Unit Splitting

There is one method of introducing more hidden units which has no effect on the performance of the network.

Each hidden unit in the old network is replaced by n identical hidden units in the new network. The input weights

of the new units are exactly the samne as for the old unit, so the activity level of each new unit is exactly the same as

for the old one in all circumnstances. The output weights of the new units are each 1of the output weights of the old

unit, and so their combined effect on any other unit is exactly the same as the effect of the single old Unit. Figure

4-1 illustrates this invariant unit-splitting operation. To ensure that the old and new networks remain equivalent

even after learning, it is necessary for the outgoing weights of the new units to change by times as much as the

outgoing weights of the old unit. So we must use a different value of e for the incoming and outgoing weights, and

the F for a connection emanating from a hidden unit must be inversely proportional to the fan-in of the unit receiving

the connection.

C

W2W

ww

A

Figure 4-1: These two networks have identical input-output functions. The input-output
behavior is invariant under the operation of splitting intermediate nodes,

provided the outgoing weights are also decreased by the same factor.
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4.3. Varying Epsilon with Fan-In
The fact that it is possible to increase the number of hidden units and connections in a network by a factor of n

without affecting the performance of the learning procedure suggests a way to improve how well it scales. Critical
to the success of the unit-splitting process is dividing the weight change step (e) by n for weights on replicated
connections. This ensures that the weight changes on incoming connections to a unit will cause the same change in
total input for a given amount of error produced by the unit, even though n times as many connections are
contributing to the input change. The equivalent procedure in a normal network would be to set the effective weight
step for a connection, Eito be inversely proportional to the fan-in of the unit receiving input via that connection.
Presumably such a modification would also improve the scaling of the learning procedure for networks with
non-uniform fan-in.

Empirical observations of the operation of the procedure on different sized nets make it clear that larger networks
(with higher fan-ins) require a much smaller value of E for optimal learning than do smaller networks. If the change
in input to a unit is too large, due to an overly ambitious value of E, the output of the unit may overshoot its optima!
value, requiring an input change in the opposite direction during the next epoch. Thus, given the fan-in of units in a
network, setting e too high results in oscillatory behavior and poor learning performance. However, if the effective
e is reduced for connections leading into units with many inputs but not reduced for other connections, this
oscillatory behavior can be avoided without slowing down the learning of weights on connections providing input to

units with lower fan-in.

A close look at the details of the backward pass of the learning procedure makes it clear why such a modification
would be beneficial. Each connection weight w,,. is changed in proportion to the error attributed to the output of unit
j, independent of other inputs unit j may receive.

Awi EYj( -yj)Yi.

Hence, the resulting change in total input to unit],

'.I

s proportional to n, the fan-in of unit].

In order to determine if varying e with fan-in would improve the scaling performance of the learning procedure,
the scaling experiment involving the addition of hidden units to a single hidden layer was repeated using values of

E , inversely proportional to the fan-in of unit]. The constant of proportionality was set at 1.0 so that the 10- 100- 10
network had an effective E on the input connections to the output units of 0.01, while the effective e on the input
connections to the hidden units remained at 0.1. We expected these more conservative weight change steps to
prevent any oscillatory behavior and improve the learning performance.

The results bore out our expectations. The average number of epochs to solution for thie 10- 100- 10 network was
reduced from 531 to 121. By varying e with fan-in, the addition of hidden units speeded up the learning by almost a
factor of two, rather than slowing it down (recall that the 10-10-10 network took 212 epochs on this task). This is
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not a solution to the entire scaling problem, but it represents a significant improvement in the ability of the learning

procedure to handle large, complex networks.

5. Reducing the Interactions between the Weights

The previous section demonstrated that, by varying e inversely with fan-in, a fully interconnected network with

100 hidden units can learn a task nearly twice as fast as a similar network with only 10 hidden units. While this

manipulation of e improves the scaling performance of the learning procedure, many presentations of each

environmental case are required to learn most tasks, and larger networks still generally take longer to learn than do

smaller ones. The above comparison does not tell us what particular characteristics of a network most significantly

influence its learning speed, because at least two important factors are confounded:

1. The number of hidden units.

2. The fan-in of the output units.

However, the learning speed is not necessarily dependent on the number of units and connections in a network. This

can be seen by considering a network similar to the 10-100-10 network, but in which the layers are not fully

interconnecLed. In particular, the hidden units are partitioned into groups of 10, with each group receiving input

from all input units but only projecting to a single output unit. For convenience, we will call this a 10-10of10-10

network. This structure transforms each 10 to 10 mapping into 10 independent 10 to I mappings, and so reduces the

amount of interaction between weights on connections leading into the output layer.

5.1. Experiments

In order to investigate the relative effects on learning speed of the number of hidden units, the fan-in of the output

units, and the amount of interaction between the weights, we compared the performances of the 10-10-10,

10-100-10, and 10-10of10-10 networks on the task of learning the association of twenty pairs of random binary

vectors of length 10. The results of the comparison are summarized in Table 5-1.5

As the table shows, the 10-10of10-10 network solves the task much faster than the 10-10-10 network, although

both networks have uniform fan-in and the same number of connections from the hidden layer to the output layer.

The 10-10of10-10 network learns more quickly because the states of units in each group of 10 hidden units are

constrained only by the desired state of a single output unit, whereas the states of the 10 hidden units in the 10-10-10

network must contribute to the determining the states of all 10 output units. The reduced constraints can be satisfied

more quickly.

However, when E is varied so that the effects of fan-in differences are eliminated, the 10-10oflO-10 network

learns slightly slower than the 10-100-10 network, even though both networks have the same number of hidden units

and the 10-100-10 network has a much greater amount of interaction between weights. Thus a reduction in the

interaction within a network does not always improve its performance. The advantage of having an additional 90

hidoen units, some of which may happen to detect features that are very useful for determining the state of the

5Data was averaged over 20 runs with E.0. I in the fixed C cases, EO - 1.0Qfan-ini in the variable c cases, and a - 0.8.
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number of fan-in of ave. no. of epochs to solution
hidden units output units fixed e variable e

10-10-10 t0 10 212 (212)

10-100-10 100 100 531 121

10-l0oflO-lo 100 10 141 (141)

Table 5-1: Comparison of the performance of the 10-10-10, 10-100-10, and lO-l0oflO-l10
networks on the task of learning twenty random binary associations of length

10. Varying e has no effect on networks with uniform fan-in, and so the average
number of epochs to solution for these conditions is placed in parentheses.

output unit, seems to outweigh the difficulty caused by trying to make each of those feature detectors adapt to ten
different masters. One might expect such a result for a task involving highly related environmental cases, but it is
somewhat more surprising frnr ;i task involving random associations, where there is no systematic structure in the
environment for the hidden units to encode. It appears that, when the magnitudes of weight changes are made
sensitive to the number of sources of error by varying E with fan-in, the learning procedure is able to take advantage
of the additional flexibility afforded by an increase in the interactions between the weights.

5.2. Very fast learning with no generalization

We can gain some insight into the effects of adding more hidden units by considering the extreme case in which
the number of hidden units is an exponential function of the number of input units. Suppose that we use binary
threshold units and we fix the biases and the weights coming from the input units in such a way that exactly one
hidden unit is active for each input vector. We can now learn any possible mapping between input and output
vectors in a single pass. For each input vector there is one active hidden unit, and we need only set the signs of the
weights from this hidden unit to the output units. if each hidden unit is called a "memory location" and the signs of

its outgoing weights are called its "contents", this is an exact model of a standard random-access memory.

This extreme case is a nice illustration of the trade-off between speed of learning and generalization. It also
suggests that if we want fast learning we should increase the number of hidden units and also decrease the
proportion of them that are active.

6. Back Propagating Desired States
The standard learning procedure informs a unit j of the correctness of its behavior by back propagating error

gradient information, -E that tells the unit to be more or less active in this case. The variation of the learning
procedure we develop t low will back propagate desired state information that will tell a unit whether is should be
active or inactive in this case.
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6.1. General Approach

To illustrate the general approach of the new procedure. consider a single output unit receiving input from a

number of hidden units. Suppose the output unit wants to be "on" in this case (i.e. has a desired state of 1) but is

receiving insufficient input. Each hidden unit can be assigned a desired state depending on the sign of the weight

connecting it to the output unit:~ "on" if the weight is positive, "off" if it is negative.

Now consider a single hidden unit receiving desired state information firom all of the output units to which it is

connected. For this environmental case, some output units may wart the hidden unit to be "on," others may want it

to be "off". In order to integrate this possibly conflicting information, we need a way of weighting the influence of

each output unit on the determination of the desired state of the hidden Unit. Certainly the weight on the connection

should be a factor, since it scales the amount of influence the hidden unit has on the state of the output unit. In

addition, we will assign a criacality factor to the desired state of each output unit, in the range [0, 1], that will

represent how important it is (to the performance of the network) that the unit be in its desired state. The assignment

of these factors to each output unit for each case becomes part of the task specification.

In order to back propagate desired state information, we must calculate the desired state and criticality factor of a

hidden unit based on the actual state, desired state and criticality of each output unit to which it is connected. The

desired state of the hidden unit will be I if the weighted majority of output units want it to be "on" (as described

above), and 0 otherwise. If most of the output units agree, then the criticality of the hidden unit should be high,

whereas if an approximately equal number of output units want it "oft" as want it "on," the crticality should be set

low. In general, the criticality of a hidden unit will be a measure of the consistency of the desired state information,

calculated according to the formula below.

Each hidden unit in the penultimate layer of the network now has an actual state, desired state, and criticality

assigned to it. This; allows the desired states and criticalities of the preceding layer to be calculated, and so on until

the input units are reached (similar to back propagating error gradient information). All that is left to do is

determine the change for each connection weight wj. The unit] receiving input via the connection has an actual

state, desired state and criticality assigned to it. The difference between the desired state and actual state constitutes

an error term (identical to the error term of output units in the standard procedure) which, when weighted by

criticality and the output of unit i, determines how j should be changed to reduce this difference. When the

difference between the actual and desired states is minimized for all units in the network (the output units in

particular), the network will have learned the task.

A procedure similar to the one described above has been developed by Le Cun [Le Cun 85, Le Cun 86], but with

at least two significant differences. The units in Le Cun's networks are binary threshold units, rather than units with

real values in the range [0, 1]. Also, his learning procedure makes no use of an equivalent to our criticality factors.

We believe that the combination of these two differences gives our procedure additional flexibility and contributes

to its success at avoiding local minima during learning, but only empirical testing will determine which approach is

best.
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62. Details

The details of the forward pass in this variation of the learning procedure are the same as in the standard

procedure. The environment clamps the states of the input units, as well as setting the desired states and criticalities

of the output units. After the completion of the forward pass, each output unit j has a desired state, d, an actual

state, yi, and a criticality, c1 . The desired state of each hidden unit i in the penultimate layer of the network is given

by

d if jwj(2d-l)c > o then I else 0.

The sign of the factor w1 (2d-l) determines the direction of influence and the factor ci determines amount of

influence on unit i. Th-e criticality factor for unit i is given by

C-I
- Xwj, (2d4fr1) c

so that ci equals I if all of the desired state influences are of the same sign, and 0 if they exactly cancel out (i.e. their

sum equals zero). In general, the value of ci is proportional to the extent to which the desired state influences agree.

Each hidden unit in the penultimate layer now has a desired state, actual state, and criticality assigned to it, so

desired state information can be back propagated further through the net until each unit receiving a connection has

values assigned to it. At this point we can calculate the appropriate change to each weight Awf i in the network,

Aw,A) - E(d,-y,)cjyj + aAw,'t-l).

The weight changes for each environmental case are summed and carried out at the end of each epoch. The process

repeats until the sum of the squared difference between the actual and desired states of the output units falls below a

solution criterion.

6.3. General Performance
The above set of equations defines a variation of the standard learning procedure based on desired states rather

than error gradients. The amount of interaction between weights in the network is less than in the standard

procedure because the error term of a hidden unit is a simple difference between actual and desired states, rather

than a weighted sum of the error terms of each unit to which it is connected. Because of this reduced interaction,

problems requiring very fine coordination between hidden units may be more difficult (and hence slower) to solve.

Our hope is that the procedure will scale better, and hence speed up learning overall for large, loosely constrained

tasks.

In order to ensure that the procedure actually worked, it was tested on a standard problem (the 42-4 encoder

described in Section 7) and various random association tasks. The standard procedure solves the 4-2-4 encoder

problem in an average of 108 epochs.6 The new procedure was actually slightly faster, taking an average of 95

6For twenty nus, withc. - 1.0/fan-in. and m4.8
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epochs when it solved the task. Unfortunately, it would fail to solve the task occasionally, settling into a state in
which both hidden units essentially represented the same subportion of the task. This is an example in which the

reduced interaction prevented the network from solving a task requiring a particular relationship between the hidden

units.

On tasks involving learning random binary associations of length 10, the new procedure solved the task every
4 time, but was significantly slower than the standard procedure. Each procedure was run on a fully interconnected

network with 10 input units, 10 hidden units, and 10 output units. On a task with 10 association pairs, the new
procedure took an average of 219 epoch, compared with 100 epochs for the standard procedure.

Once the viability of the new procedure was established, we tested it on a task that the standard one cannot
solve-what might be called the I-lOxl-1 encoder problem. The network has a single input unit, a single output unit,
and ten hidden layers, each containing a single unit that is connected to the units in the adjacent layers. The task is
for the output unit to duplicate the state of the input unit. The standard procedure fails on this task because the error
gradient is greatly reduced as it is back propagated, so that the weights in the lower layers receive negligible
information on how to change. In contrast, desired state information does not become weaker as it is passed back
through the network, and so the new procedure should be able to solve the task. In fact, it took an average of only
115 epochs to solve.7

6.4. Scaling Performance
Since our original motivation for formulating this variation of the learning procedure was to develop a learning

procedure that scaled well, we compared the two procedures on how well they scaled with the addition of hidden
units to a single layer, and with the addition of hidden layers. Figure 6- la shows results for three-layered networks
with either 10 or 100 hidden units on the task of 10 random binary associations of length 10. While the new
procedure takes more epochs to solve the task in general, its performance improves to a greater extent with the
addition of hidden units than does the standard procedure. With larger, similarly structured tasks, the new procedure

might indeed perform better.

However, the addition of hidden layers impairs the performance of the new procedure significantly more than the
standard procedure (see figure 6- 1 b). This is somewhat surprising, given the success of the new procedure on the
1-1l1-1 encoder problem Its occasional failure on the 4-2-4 encoder problem suggests a reason for its poor

scaling behavior with multilayered networks. The pressure for hidden units in a layer to differentiate function is
reduced in the new procedure as a result of the reduced interaction between the units. As the number of layers in a
network is increased, information from the output units exerts less differentiating influence on early layers. As a
result, hidden units in early layers become overly redundant at the expense of being able to encode some information
necessary to solve other aspects of the task. It seems that this over-redundancy is difficult to unlearn and slows the
solution of the task when using a multilayered network. An additional pressure on the hidden units in a layer to take
on separate functions (perhaps some sort of decorrelation, or lateral inhibition) would have to be added to the

7Wit, a very large valueote, for example 10.0, the new procedure takes only 32 epochs on average to solve the I-I0xl- I encoder problem
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Figure 6-1: Comparison of the effect of adding (a) hidden units, or (b) hidden layers, on the

speed of learning by back propagating error gradients (X) or desired states (0).

procedure to make it feasible to use with large networks in which the input and output units are separated by a

significant number of hidden layers.

6.5. Conclusions on Back Propagating Desired States

While back propagating desired states appears to scale well under certain circumstances, it is slow to solve (and

occasionally fails at) problems that require precise or extensive coordination among the hidden units in a layer. The

lack of interaction causes over-redundancy that prevents the procedure from solving certain tasks. The addition of a

separate mechanism to reduce this redundancy may improve its performance on highly constrained tasks like the

4-2-4 encoder, but would most likely reintroduce the interactions that the method was designed to eliminate and

impair its ability to scale well with an increase in network size.

The amount of interaction present in a learning procedure seems to determine a tradeoff between being able to

solve small, highly constrained tasks quickly and being able to solve large, less constrained tasks quickly. Perhaps it

is a mistake to expect an procedure to do both well, and we should design our learning procedures and networks

with more careful consideration of the tasks they are to solve.

7. Gain Variation in Iterative Nets

7.1. Introduction

The extension of the learning procedure to iterative networks was described in Section 1. Until now, we have

only considered the behavior of networks on a relatively large time scale, within which gradual weight changes can

be interpreted as movement with respect to an error measure in weight space. Iterative networks have interesting

behavior on a smaller time scale as well, analogous to movement in state space. During each input-output



presentation the global state of the network varies as the units in the network interact with each other to reach some

final (possibly stable) global state. Since we will mainly be concerned with iterative nets that settle into a stable or

nearly stable state, we will refer to the shorter time scale as a settling. The results developed so far for the learning

procedure have concentrated on effects over the larger time scale. It is also possible to investigate the variation of

parameters over the smaller time scale. One such parameter that may be varied as the network settles is the amount

of gain at the inputs of individual units. Motivation for such study may be found in work which has investigated

gain effects in other types of networks.

The continuous valued units used in the back propagation networks can be related to the stochastic units used in

Boltzmann Machines (Hinton 83, Ackley 851. The sigmoid function used to determine the output value of the

continuous unit is the samne function used to determine the probability distribution of the state of a binary-valued

Boltzmann unit. The output of the continuous unit can be interpreted as representing the expected value of an

ensemble of Boltzmann units, or equivalently, the time average of a single unit, if no other units change state. This

relationship between the probability distribution of the state of a unit in a Boltzmann Machine and the value of the

output of a continuous unit in a back propagation net allows one to relate gain variation to simulated

annealing [Kirkpatrick 83]. In a Boltzmann Machine the probability of a unit having output I s

I
Pk AIl

where T is the annealing temperature, and the energy term is simply a weighted sum of the inputs to a unit. In a

back propagation net with variable gain the output of a unit is

yj

where G is the gain term.

It has been shown that simulated annealing is a good mnethod to improve the ability of networks of stochastic units

to settle on a globally optimal solution (Kirkpatrick 83, Ackley 85]. Since gain in iterative networks plays a role

analogous to the inverse of temperature in Boltzmann Machines, allowing the system to vary the gain as it settles

may also improve the convergence of iterative networks.

Stronger support for gain variation in iterative nets comes from recent work by Hopfield and Tank [Hopfield 85].

The authors examined the ability of networks, of non-linear analog units to settle into a better than random solution

to the Traveling-Salesman Problem. The units in their network are modelled by analog rather than digital

components, producing an input-output relation that is a continuous function of time. However, the input-output

relation is defined by a sigmoid applied deterministic ally to the weighted sum of the inputs. Thus each unit in a

H-opfield and Tank net is very similar to a unit in a back propagation net.

Hopfield and Tank show that the solution reached by their networks with a fixed gain uo is equivalent to the

effective field solution of a thermodynamic equilibrium problem with an effective temperature kU - u0/2t, where T

is temperature, k is a proportionality constant, and T is a parameter representing the time over which the input is

-a--
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integrated. Furthermore, the effective field solution when followed from high temperatures will lead to a state near

the thermodynamic ground state (i.e. a state near the global energy minimum of the system). The authors note that

A computation analogous to following effective field solutions from high temperatures can be performed by slowly
turning up the analog gain from an initially low value (Hopfi'ld 85, p. 1501.

[Hopfield 85] provides some insight into why it is helpful to start with low gain. If the outputs of the units are

confined to the range (0,1] then the possible states of the system are contained within an n-dimensional hypercube,

where n is the number of output units. In the high gain limit, the stable states of the network (i.e. minima of the

energy function) are located at the corners of the hypercube. With lower gain, the stable states migrate towards the

center of the volume defined by the hypercube. As they move inwards, minima that are distinct with higher gain

merge. Each minimum of the low gain system represents a whole set of similar high gain minima. By starting at

low gain it is therefore possible to select a set of promising high gain minima, without yet becoming committed to a

particular minima within that set. Further search refines this set as the gain is increased.

Hopfield and Tank's results indicate that gain variation, and in particular a slow increase in gain during settling,

can improve the performance of iterative nets, but care must be taken in extending these results to cover iterative

back propagation nets. The nets investigated by Hopfield and Tank had symmetric connections. For such networks

there is a global energy function that determines the behavior of the network, and the stable states of the network are

minima of this energy function [Hopfield 82]. No such conditions hold for the general asymmetric nets used by

back propagation.8 In addition, the Hopfield and Tank nets were allowed to settle until they reached equilibrium,

while the typical iterative back propagation net is only allowed to settle for a fixed number of time steps and may

not reach equilibrium. Finally, the Hopfield and Tank nets have a fixed set of weights, while the weights of the

iterative back propagation net change between settlings. 9 Although this difference is not directly relevant to the

application of gain variation to the networks, it does raise interesting questions about whether improving

performance in the state space will affect search in the weight space.

Empirical results also suggest that gain variation may be useful in iterative back propagation nets. In most

experiments a problem is considered solved when the global error measure drops below some specified criterion.

Further improvements are still possible once this criterion is reached, and often these improvements are obtained by

increasing the magnitude of all weights in the network. This is equivalent to raising the gain.

In what follows we present some results of investigations of gain variation in iterative networks using the back

propagation procedure. Recall that for every iterative net with a finite number of time steps in which to settle there

is an equivalent layered net in which each layer represents a separate time step (see figure 1-2). In a standard

iterative net, the input to a unit at each time step is a weighted sum of the outputs of units in the previous time step

(or previous layer in the equivalent layered net). The corresponding weights in each layer (i.e. time step) of the

network are constrained to be identical.

'lt is important not to confuse the global energy function that determines the stable ctates of a network as it settles with the global error

function used to guide the search for a good set of network weights.

9The set of weights is held constant within the shorter time scale of a settling, but is vaned over the longer time scale
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Figure 7-1: An iterative net and the equivalent layered net. with gain variation.

In networks with gain variation this model is extended slightly. The extension is most easily illustrated by

reference to the equivalent layered network representation. A multiplicative global gain term is defined for each

layer of the net (see figure 7-1). The input to each unit is now a weighted sum of the outputs of units in the previous

layer times dhe global gain term for that layer. The corresponding weights in each layer are identical, as before, but

the global gain is allowed to vary across layers. Translating back to the iterative net terminology, the gain is

allowed to vary across time steps as the network settles.

7.2. Implementation of Gain Variation

The optimal gain variation in an iterative net is to be "learned" by the system by applying the b ack- propagation

procedure to the gain terms of each time step. This approach is equivalent to performing a gradient descent search

for the optimal values of the gain terms in the error measure defined by Eq. 3. In Section I we derived the gradient

of this error measure with respect to each weight in the network (see Eq. 5).

To extend this develop mnt to networks with variable gain it is easiest to consider the gain to be a multiplicative

term applied to the input for each unit.

, - G , ~

where G, represents the global gain at time r, and x ,, is the summed input to unit j. This is the same input as in a
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normal iterative net except for the multiplicative gain term (c.f Eq. 1). The ws terms are constant for all time steps

of the settling, while the G, term and Yi terms vary across the settling.

It is possible to derive expressions for the gradient of the error with respect to each wji and with respect to each

Gt . For the wji terms application of the chain rule yields

ax
0 1 ax - Caw1

Evaluating the derivative of the total input with respect to each weight yields

aEG y,.j

awji a Gy,
We must sum the contributions to the error gradient from each time step in order to maintain the equivalence of

corresponding weights across time steps, as pointed out in Section 1.4.

To determine the gradient of the error with respect to each gain term we must sum the contribution of each unit

for that time step.

aax
I aE ax

These derivatives must be evaluated separately for each time step in order to determine the optimal gain variation

during a settling.

aE aE
Both L and L are averaged over all input cases before the values of G, or w -are updated. In addition, the wji

gradients are also averaged over iterations, while a separate gradient must be maintained for each time step for the

gain terms.

We use the standard acceleration method in modifying each wji (see Eq. 7), but the gain terms are modified using

a strict gradient descent method without the acceleration term.

AG = - E
aGr

7.3. Experimental Results

Two results were expected when gain variation was implemented in the iterative nets:

1. Networks would develop a gain schedule in which an initially small gain would be increased
monotonically over the settling period.

2. Networks would reach a solution to a problem in fewer iterations of the learning procedure.

The first expectation is based on the work on annealing in stochastic networks and Hopfield and Tank's work.

The second expectation is based on the fact that a network using a suitable gain schedule can outperform a network

with the identical set of weights but without gain variation. Allowing the network to vary the gain as it settles

improves the ability of the network to find a stable state close to the global optimum. This effect can have an
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indirect influence on the weight space search since if a better solution can be found for a given weight set then less
fine tuning of the weights will be required to reach the solution criterion. Since the number of stable states (hence

possible local optima) increases with network size, these effects should be more noticeable with large networks.

Two different tasks were used to investigate the effects of gain variation. The first task was the 4-1-4 encoder

problem, very similar to the 4-2-4 encoder described in [Ackley 85]. The 4-2-4 network has three layers, with 4

units in each 3f the input and output layers and 2 units in the hidden layer. Each hidden unit is connected to all of

the input units and all of the output units. The task of the network is to learn a mapping such that when a single

input unit is turned on, the corresponding output unit will be turned on.10 The 4-1-4 network differs from the 4-2-4

network in that only a single hidden unit is used, and each output unit is connected in both directions with each other

output unit (see figure 7-2). This interconnectivity allowed the output units to learn to mutually inhibit each other,
thus forming a winner-take-all network [Feldman 82]. The network was presented with each input vector and then

allowed 5 cycles to settle before the output was examined and an error measure calculated. As with the layered

networks, error gradients were averaged over all input cases before updating the weights.

Output units

Hidden unit

Input units

Figure 7-2: The 4-1-4 encoder network.

Twenty sets of runs were performed. In each run the weight step and momentum were held constant (E=0. 1,
az=0.9) while the gain step, cG, was varied systematically from 0.0 to 0.06 in steps of 0.002. Each run began with a

different set of small random weights. The results supported our predictions. Without gain variation the network
required an average of 2269 epochs to find a solution; with gain variation the average was reduced to 566 epochs. I

Figure 7-3 presents the number of epochs required to reach solution versus th. gain step size for a typical run. Note

that the graph tends to decay exponentially. Introducing even a moderate amount of gain variation can yield
significant improvements, but the amount of improvement rapidly levels off. Figure 7-4 represents a typical gain

l('M hidden units must use their states to encode which of th~e 4 input units is on. if units were binary, then the code learned would have to
make optimal use of the bandwidth provided by the two hidden units.

''The ranges were 1652 to03867 epochs without gain variation, 155 to 1000 with gain variation.
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schedule learned by the system. The basic shape of the gain schedule was identical in all test runs. As expected the

system learns to increase the gain as the system settles. With only five data points it is not possible to fit any

particular function to the form of the gain schedule with any great degree of accuracy.
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Output units

Hidden units

Input units

10 units

Figure 7-5: The 10-10-10 network used for the association of 10-bit random vector pairs.
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Figure 7-6: Typical gain schedule learned for the 10-10-10 network.
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which e and ct were held constant (E=0.05, oa-O.8) and EG was varied systematically. The results again supported

predictions. A typical gain schedule learned by the network is shown in figure 7-6.

In this case the average number of epochs to find a solution was 263 without gain and 184 with gain.' 2 The

improvement achieved with gain variation in this problem is not as significant as with the 4-1-4 problem, and there

was considerable overlap in the values obtained with and without gain. (In two of the sample runs the solution was

actually found slightly faster with no gain variation at all.) The reason for this difference may be the greater amount

of fine tuning required to find a satisfactory solution for the 4-1-4 nets.

An examination of the gain schedules learned in both the 4-1-4 and 10-10-10 networks reveals some peculiar

properties. In particular, the gain in the last two time steps of the settling is much larger than in any of the other

time steps. 'This effect is more apparent in the 4-1-4 networks and is believed to be caused by a combination of two

factors:

1. Tha network architecture.

2. The generation of an external error signal only after the network has settled.

In order to understand the effects of these factors, consider figure 7-7, which presents a view of a 4-1-4 network

exploded in time. Each row of the figure represents the state of a network at a point in time, the distance between

rows representing a single time step. The bottom row is the beginning of a settling and the top row represents the

end of the settling. Going across a row we see that the 4-1-4 net can be considered as having 3 layers of units (input,
hidden and output). During the settling, signals flow either along columns, for interconnected units in the same

layer, or along the diagonals, for interconnected units in different layers. The history of the network is defined as

the sequence of states the network goes through during a single settling. Thus there is a history entry for each row in

figure 7-7. These histories are stored locally by each unit. The backward pass for an iterative net starts with the
history entry for the final time step of the settling and propagates error gradients backwards toward the history entry

for the first time step of the settling. If we consider each row of figure 7-7 as a history entry, with the entry for the

first time step of the settling at the bottom, and that for the last at the top, then the backward pass starts at the top of

the figure and works its way toward the bottom (i.e. in the direction opposite to that indicated by the arrows on the

figure). As in the forward pass, signals only propagate vertically or along diagonals. It is important to note that

signals moving along diagonals are moving both between physical layers and between time steps.

Consider again the exploded 4-1-4 network. Note that since the input units can only commirnicate with the output

units through the middle layer of units, there will be a two time step propagation delay for signals to move between

the input and output layers in '-oth the forward and backward pass. As error gradients are propagated back to earlier

history entries, the magnitudes are greatly reduced. In a network in which the actual output is compared to the

desired output only during the last time step of the settling there is a large external error input introduced at this last

time step. This error signal will propagate back to the input unit histories corresponding to the two time steps

immediately prior to the final time step. For all history entries prior to these last two, the error gradients will be

1 'These results are slower thian for a corresponding pmblemn with a layered network. This is attibuted to different values for ai and a different
iet of input vectors.
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Hidden
Input units unit Output units
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iteration 4 '1'
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iteration 3 '1'
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iteration 2

0000 0 0000
iterationi 1
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Figure 7-7: An exploded time view of a 4-1-4 network. Each row correspond
to a time step of the settling, with the bottom row being the

beginning. Each arrow represents a set of connections.

residual error propaga:ed back from error terms calculated for the last two time steps. These residual error gradients

are smaller than the direct external errors. Recall that the gradient of the gain term is calculated by summing the
gradients of all weights for each time step. The sum of the error gradients for the last two time steps will be much
larger than for the other time steps. This will tend to drive the gain change more rapidly for these two steps, leading

to the effect of much larger gains for these last two steps.

To test this hypothesis, two further groups of experiments were performed, In the first, a set of networks in which
the propagation delays could be modified systematically were trained on a standard encoder problem. Each of these
networks had 4 input units, 4 output units and n groups of 4 hidden units arranged so signals from the input units

had to travel through all n groups of hidden units before reaching the output units. We call these 4-n4-4 networks
(see figure 7-8). If the propagation delays through the network affected the gain gradients as suggested then there
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should be a linear relationship between the number of groups of hidden units and the number of time steps with
large gains. Such a relationship was found for n- Ito 4. In general, if there were n groups of hidden units then the
last n time steps all had gains larger than the other time steps. As n was increased this step effect in gain became
less pronounced.

Output
units

Fullyinterconnected

layers

n Hidden UU 
Ulayers

Input
units

Figure 7-8: A 4-n4-4 network.

The second group of experiments used a task in which the error for the output units was not always calculated
during the final time step. The network consisted of 10 input units, 5 hidden units and a single output unit. Each
hidden unit was connected to all 10 input units and also to the other 4 hidden units. The output unit was only
connected to the 5 hidden units. The task the network had to learn required setting the state of the output unit to be I
after a certain delay from the time the network started to settle. Each input unit corresponded to one of 10 different
required delays, and only one input unit was on at a time. Since in this task the external error signals were well
distributed over all of the time steps, there should be no sudden step towards the end of the settling process. The
gain variation schedule learned for this problem showed no step in the gain response, as expected (see figure 7-9).
However the gain schedule also did not exhibit the characteristic increase of gain over the settling period. Rather
the gain tended to peak then decay during the settling period.

All of the results discussed in this section have been based on networks with asymmetric connections. The results
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required to determine which characteristics of a problem (and the associated state space) indicate that a problem can

benefit substantially from gain variation.
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